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Streetlife

For websites relating to entries in this chapter check out d www.echicago.dk.com

Downtown
Lakefront Bike Path miles of shoreline

Stretching from Hollywood Avenue on the far north side 
all the way to 71st Street in the south, this continuous 
lakefront bike and walking path is the city’s best-loved 
outdoor space, taking in five different parks, a handful 
of harbors, and numerous sights and cultural treasures 
along the way. Chicago invests generously in its most 
obvious asset, and it shows: the parks are well-tended 
and trash-free, the paths and trails are in good shape, 
and a discreet police presence ensures the safety of 
all. The downtown section can become clogged with 
bicyclists, joggers, and inline skaters on warm-weather 
weekends, so if you want some space, get up early or 
head for the north or south extremes, where the traffic 
is lighter. There are several bike rental opportunities 
(see pxxx) if the mood to pedal overtakes you – just 
remember to pay attention to the lane designations.

You’ll usually see a few fishermen trying their luck 
off the rocks and piers, though whether their catches 
are fit to be eaten is a matter of some debate. Much 

Gold Coast flash and flesh

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, prominent 
Chicago families built their mansions on pretty Astor 
Street; today it’s a designated historic district known for 
its architecturally significant homes. The aura of wealth 
survives, and the whole area north of Chicago Avenue 
between State Street and Lake Shore Drive now attracts 
a mix of the rich, the famous, and the ostentatious, who 
come for the cool bars, well-established eateries, and 
chic shops. Shiny luxury cars pull up to the valet station 
at Gibson’s Steakhouse (1028 N. Rush St.), while beau- 
tiful people in their best designer gear line up for entry 
to posh subterranean hangout Le Passage (see p114) 
or sip wine on one of the many restaurant terraces. A 
more relaxed but no less sophisticated crowd unwinds 
in the bar at the modern Sofitel Chicago Water Tower 

North Avenue beach is popular with singles, who often hang out to watch the frequent volleyball games
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more highly recommended are the refreshments sold 
at the various concession stands and ice-cream carts 
dotted along the path, especially near the harbors. 
Alcohol is not allowed in the city’s parks, but cocktails 
are served at Castaways Bar & Grill, on the rooftop of 
the steamship-shaped North Avenue Beach House 
(1603 N. Lake Shore Drive, on the beach).

Up near Belmont Avenue, the rocks on the 
lakeshore are a popular gay meeting point, while 
North Avenue Beach’s (Map 3 G3) outdoor gym offers 
ogling opportunities for all persuasions. Navy Pier 
(Map 5 H2) is derided by city-dwellers as a tourist 
trap, but it does offer fine views of the skyline, 
frequent fireworks displays in summer, boat trips, and 
plenty of activities for children – most noticeably the 
landmark Ferris wheel. Also popular for family outings 
is the green expanse of the Museum Campus (Map 7 
F1), while Hyde Park’s Promontory Point (Map 9 G3),  
a beautifully landscaped area with circular stone 
benches, has fantastic views.

hotel (see p153), with its cozy fireplace, plump chairs, 
and martini table service. Predictably, the prices in this 
part of town reflect the high income of the clientele.

No description of the Gold Coast is complete without 
a mention of the neon-lit bars around Rush and Division 
streets. A buzzing focal point during the 1970s, this 
intersection is now dubbed the “Viagra Triangle,” and 
is more renowned for its cheesy pick-up lines and 
balding would-be Casanovas than its nightlife. Still, 
tanned jock types and the nubile young women who 
love them pack onto the shared patio of Cactus (1112 
N. State St.) and Melvin B’s (No. 1114) to enjoy the 
pitchers of beer and the prime location, while Elm 
Street Liquors (see p114) winks at both sportsters and 
rich kids by offering super-cheap beer alongside 
expensive cocktails with names like “Label Whore.”


